A renew of obedience:
A frisky girl child always makes debut to a nature to bind anyone in her natural behavior
just like in case of Mitali Bhoi who wanted to do something for the happiness of her family.
She always tried to mix up with her family in echo of natural existence. But she faces
hearing impairment and it made her down with the interests she has for the family and
community.
Gradually SNDAYP’s interventions after the medical checkups also finalized her
consequences for ISL with the support of hearing aid and innumerable speech therapy. So
far she made easy steps for returning to make up obedience once again with the family and
the intellectuals of the community.
Family Echo:
Mitali Bhoi is 12 years old girl and daughter of Mr. Trinatha Bhoi who is by profession a
daily laborer with a income of Rs. 5000/- rupees and mother is a house wife. She was living
with her family members at Pratapramachandra Pur of sadar block in District of Puri. They
have been living in a thatched house and their livelihood
condition is not good.
Ability to take on disability:
She is a 100 percent profound hearing lose. The girl is of very
helping nature and studied in class 6th of Pratap
Ramachandra pur Nodal school in puri. She loved to play
games with her friends and tried to help others and their
family members. But when she was getting angry, she was
biting her family members and others.
SNDAYP’s Intervention towards enlightenment:
In 2013 she was identified by the CBRW of SNDAYP supported by DCW, UK. The
organization has been working on 26 grampanchayat of Puri sadar block in Puri district.
Before SNDAYP took over this girl’s case, her education capacity was very poor. She
couldn’t understand the education related subject. Proper attention was given to her
through the home visit and ISL training. She had to visit the centre weekly 3 to 4 days.
Approaching to her parents for attending every training program, which was facilitated for
them they were made easy with the services towards their child. And also a future plan was
developed about her future education oriented grounds as the organization arranged a
special teacher for rendering better education.

After the organizational intervention and proper follow up, home visit and centre attending
visit, SNDAYP was giving education facility in ISL to Mitali. Now she can study in class ___ at
___and have friendship with others. She has been endorsed with “Banishree” scholarship
and her parents are the members of Deaf Parents Association in Chandanpur.
Conclusion:
We predominantly adopted most of the deaf cases through thorough activities and follow
up as in case of this child. So far the girl child utter better chances for her future to provide
echo with her family, community and neighborhood. The normal activities after receiving
the ISL was understood as she expressed different suppressed wishes and mindset to
others. She also advocated understanding the family path and the community participation.
She also gets involved with different rituals and ceremonials within community which
made her happy further in her life without any barriers.

